
1. Meeting times for FA05 will be changed to 10:00 – 11:00 am on 9/14, 10/5, 11/9, and 12/7.
3. The EAC is hosting Information Science and Technology Day for High School Students and Counselors on Friday, November 4, 2005.
4. Dr. Nick Tredennick will be our Distinguished Lecturer for September (September 8). Sanjay Rajopadhye (CS) is his sponsor.
   • A discussion took place about the need for Distinguished Lecturers. Each Committee member is being asked to coordinate/sponsor at least one Lecturer during the AY.
5. The RAC will be doing review of the proposals to be submitted to CIT/CCHE.
   • Denis Dean will be the coordinator of this.
   • This is not a “yes or no” process, but rather assistance in editing, or elimination of duplication, so that a higher award rate might be achieved.
6. Lucy Troup will begin coordination of the 2nd Research Retreat. She will try and have her committee defined by the October RAC meeting.
7. The concept of an “IS&T Forum” was discussed.
   • Faculty to faculty informal, regularly scheduled presentation over lunch.

Next ISTeC RAC meeting will be Wednesday, September 14, 2005, 10 – 11 am in Engr C101B.